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Why Foreseeson Battery Solution 
for your Server Room? 

   
1. Foreseeson Battery Key Feature 

a. Hybrid Battery System – Save Grid Energy 
b. Can be Charged by Solar and Wind Turbine 
c. Scalable to Higher Capacity 
d. UPS support and UPS replacement 
e. Easy to Configure 

 
 

2. Foreseeson has served for 17 years in IT Security Industry, 
and know the difficulty from uncontrollable situation, such as 
Power Out.  
IT Security Devices and Servers are Critical for the Business.  It can not be 
down. However,  uncontrollable situation shut down the IT equipment’s,   
especially unstable Power In or sudden Blackout. Foreseeson Battery System 
can minimize the damage from the Blackout. 
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3. UPS (Uninterrupted Power Supply) and Foreseeson Battery.   

Most of IT room has UPS (Uninterrupted Power Supply),  
small or Medium can survive 5 Min, 30 Min or more. 
UPS is a great device for short term survive.  However, 
it does not have many functions Foreseeson Battery 
has.   
 
- Scalable without new configuration; IT Room can 

have economic solution of 5KW battery first, and 
can add more battery capacity using same format.  
Foreseeson Battery can add to 10KW, 20KW.  

- Rack Type; Clean solution  
- Hybrid Battery; Foreseeson Battery can be charged not only by Grid, but 

also by Solar and Wind Turbine  
- Flexible Setting for Charge and Discharge; Most UPS is just standby device 

for emergency. Foreseeson battery can be configured the time of Charge 
and Discharge for the Energy Saving and also Cost Saving.  

- Small UPS and Bigger size of Battery; In case of Customer want to keep 
current small UPS, yes. Foreseeson Battery can configurate it,  immediately 
recovered by UPS which backed up by Foreseeson Battery  
 

 
4.  Foreseeson Battery can work as UPS 
Some of Foreseeson Batteries have the UPS mode. This can be 
configured when the Battery Installed. This UPS mode battery 
also can add more and more Batteries to support more 
devices. Customer does not need to buy another UPS or 

another new Battery system to support more devices. 
 

 
5. Why Foreseeson Battery 

Foreseeson has developed the Battery Technology for 3 years.  Foreseeson has 
their own Battery Monitoring Technology and also has the 
long-term partnership with Battery Module Vendors. 
Foreseeson Battery is more comprehensive solution from 
Battery Parts, Integration, Installation, and Management 
system, and future Upgrade. Even can add the Solar and 
Wind Turbine Power Input. All battery related Technology 
Solution, Foreseeson Can provide. 
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Why Buy From Foreseeson              
IT Distribution? 

  
 

 

 

 
 

 

• Secure Online Experience 
 

myForeseeson.com  is a secure online web store and reseller portal that is 
designed specifically for Fortinet products (access is granted to upon approval 
of Foreseeson reseller status). 

 
 

• Pricing Match/Beat Policy and FREE Shipping 
 

We match or better the competition's prices. Foreseeson also offers FREE ground 
shipping for orders over $1000. Certain Conditions apply.  

 
 

• No Administration Fees 
 
We don't charge resellers any fees to open an account with us or administrative 
fees of any kind. 
 

“All trade names, marks and logo used here are belong to the proper owners.” 
“The Specification and Terms/Conditions of the products and Service could be changed time to time. The Buyer should   
  reconfirm the Specification and Terms/Conditions before the purchasing” 
“All documents should be used only for Reference for the business, not for any other purpose” 

We are knowledgeable. With over a decade of serving the Canadian 
marketplace, our team of industry veterans are equipped to meet the 

needs of all  Canadian resellers. 

We are responsive, nimble, and fast. As a mid-sized boutique distributor, 
Foreseeson is flexible when it comes to your needs, whether you need a 

quotation, expedited product delivery, or answers to your questions 
quickly. With a flat organizational structure, we can make on-the-spot 

decisions with few delays. 

Complex quotes are no problem. Got a detailed Fortinet Deal Registration 
(DR) or a Special Price Request (SPR) quote? Come to us for the answers. 
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